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Elara

Elara Range
All WildAx motorhomes have 2 main
design features:
To be fully winterised, and as such are independently tested to ensure that we offer the maximum
protection for usage in cold weather. The standardised test we use involves temperatures down to
minus 20 deg C. This is achieved by ensuring the
entire motorhome is fully insulated including the
water tanks that have a 12v frost protection system
installed. Our motorhomes all have the Truma iNet
installed as standard enabling your Truma Combi
to be controlled from an app on your phone!
To be wild camping ready. This is achieved in a
number of ways. We use low power consumption
parts where possible including LED lighting and 3
way fridges. Our water tanks are custom made
to our designs giving up to 120 litre capacity. Also
as standard there is an underslung reﬁllable LPG
tank (40 litres). All our motorhomes use a 100 Ahr
leisure battery to give an impressive 2-4 days off
mains without engine start. We are also pre-wired
for solar panel ﬁtment as this is a very popular
optional extra.

Dimensions
Length = 6.97m
Width = 2.02m / 2.34 with mirrors
Height = 2.75m
GVW = 3500kg.
We offer a number of exterior and interior colour
choices to enable you to personalise your motorhome.

Price - £71,995 (OTR)

An 'A-Class' motorhome in a panel van
The Elara is a spacious, top spec motorhome for
two people. Built on the Mercedes Sprinter the
Elara is the epitome of style versus design. The
Sprinter was chosen to give a high class car style
driving experience in a vehicle with lots of power
and great fuel efﬁciency. The Mercedes 7G auto
gearbox is simply excellent and unparalleled in a
motorhome.
With clever storage areas, modern lighting and soft
curves and shapes used in the design the Elara feels
like a premium motorhome.
Sleeping is offered in the large double island bed
or the option of two single beds all using quality
deep sprung mattresses with storage space underneath. The washroom gives a good sized wetroom
with ceramic toilet, shower and basin with storage.
In the kitchen you will ﬁnd a combination of gas
and induction hobs with an oven/grill. The large
fully automatic 142 litre fridge freezer offers ample
space for food and drink for an extended trip.
To the front is a comfortable lounge/diner to relax
in the evenings in front of the TV!
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Mercedes Sprinter L3H2 316 RWD
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Electric Parking Brake
Touchscreen Audio/Navigation
Electric folding/heated mirrors
Air Con
Blind spot assist
Reversing Camera
Alloy Wheels
Metallic Paint (Tenorite Grey)

Specification

3
Truma Combi 4E Gas/Elec Heating/Hot Water with iNet 3
Water tanks - Fresh (inboard-120 litre) - Waste (80 litre)
smart phone controller
LPG 40 litre tank
2 gas/1 elec induction hobs, Oven/grill, LED tap
142 litre 3 way fridge
Beds - Double 1980 x 1340
Singles 630 x 2090 and 630 x 1890
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The WildAx Story so far . . .
Our decision to move closer to the motorway
brought us to Elland. Over the years we have grown
in size and production output, making a move
necessary to our current 20,000 square foot
factory in Elland in 2018.
All our motorhomes are built to an exacting
standard and are compliant with all regulations. As
members of the NCC we are rigorously assessed
to these standards including random inspections.
In 2017 we also became part of the Rapido Group
of companies, making us part of one of the largest
motorhome production groups in Europe. We are
proud to produce our motorhomes completely in
the UK and take great care to make a super high
quality hand-made product. Our motorhomes are
sold throughout the UK through a network of
friendly agents.

Vehicle Options
7 G Auto Gearbox - £1900
Leather Upholstery - £995
TV Pack - £495
120W Solar Panel - £500

Information is correct at time of going to press and may be
varied at any time.
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